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0. INTRODUCTION

As a tentative of unifying the concept of invariant and anti-invariant submanifold
of an almost Hermitian manifold, A. Bejancu [1] introduced and studied the concept of
CR-submanifold which has proved to possess a largely rich number of geometrical prop-
erties. Many papers on CR-submanifolds of Kaehlerian and Sasakian manifold have been
published ([2],[3],[4],[5],[8] etc), which is stil! the subject of much research. The purpose
of this paper is to study CR-submanifolds of a normal almost para contact manifold.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to study the geometry of CR-submanifolds of a normal
almost para contact manifold. We discuss the integrability conditions of distributions
involved in the definition and geometry of leaves of CR-submanifolds, some results on
CR-submanifolds with parallel structures and contact CR-product are also given.
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Let M be a n-dimensional almost contact metric manifold with structure tensors
{ ,̂f, >j,g) where ip is a (1,1) tensor field, f is a vector field, r\ is a 1-form and g is the
associated Riemannian metric on M. Then by definition we have

(1.1)

(1.2)= g(X,Y) - V(X)r,(Y),

where / is the identity tensor field and X, Y are vector fields on M.

M is called a normal almost para contact metric manifold if [9]

)£ - r,(Y)X + 2r,{X)r,(Y)£ (1.3)

(1.4)

where V is the Riemannian connection determined by g.

Definition. An m-dimensional Riemannian submanifold M of normal almost para
contact manifold M is called a CR-submanifold if £ is tangent to M and there exists on
M a differentiable distribution t> : x —* 1>z C TXM such that

i) T>x is invariant under <p if pUt C Vt for each x € M,

ii) The orthogonal complementary distribution Dx : x —» T>^ C TXM if the
distribution V on M is totally real i.e., ipV-1 C T^M where TXM and T^-M are the
tangent space and the normal space of M at x.

We call V (resp. V1-) the horizontal (resp. vertical) distribution. Moreover,
the pair (V,!)1-) is called ^-horizontal (resp. ^-vertical) if £x € Vz (resp. ^ € V^)
for each x 6 M [Sj. It is easy to see that each real hypersurface of M is an example of
CR-submanifold of M,
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Let M be an m-dimensional submanifold of M. We assume that £ is always
tangent. The Riemannian connection V on M induces the Riemannian connections V and
V 1 on M and in the normal bundle of M in M respectively. These connections are related
by Gauss and Weingarten formulas

VXY = VXY + h(X, Y), = -ANX + (1.5)

for X, Y € x(M), N G TLM, h and AN are the second fundamental form and Weingarten
map respectively and obey the following relation

(1.6)

(1.7)

For a vector field X tangent to M, we put

<?X = PX + QX

where PX (resp. QX) is the tangential (resp. normal) component of <pX.

For a vector field JV normal to M, we put

where tN (resp. fN) is tangential (resp. normal) component of tpN.

(1.8)

2. INTEGRABILITY OF DISTRIBUTIONS

We start with

Lemma 2.1. Let M be a CR-submanifoid of a normal almost para contact manifold
M. Then we have

\Y)Pi-rtY)PX

= th(XtY)-g(X,Y)Qt-rt(Y)QX

h(X, ipPY) + VJcvQY = <?QVxY + fh(X, Y)

for all X, Y tangent to M.

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

Proof. The proof easily follows from (1.3) by equating horizontal, vertical and normal
components.

Now, we consider the integrability of the horizontal distribution D.
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Proposition 2.2. Let M be a {-horizontal CR-submanifold of a normal almost para-
contact manifold M. Then the horizontal distribution D is integrable if and only if

for all X, Y e V.

Proof. From (2.3) we have

k(X, <?PY) = vQVx Y + fh(X, Y)

for all X, Y £ D.

Similarly h{Y,<pPX) = <pQVyX + fh(X,Y).

Thus we get

h(X,<?PY) - h(Y,?PX) =

= vQ[X,Y

for all X, Y e V.

Remark. From (2.4) it follows that

(2.4)

Thus the holomorphic distribution V is integrable if and only if we have

for all X, Y € V.

For the integrability condition of vertical distribution D^~, first we prepare

Lemma 2.3. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a normal almost para contact manifold
M. Then we have

- V(Z)Y + <pP[Y,Z]

Proof. For V, Z e Dx we have

= -g(Y, + 2r,(Y)r]{Z)i

(2.5)



for all F , Z e D x .

Now using (2.3) we obtain

V^<pZ = ifiQVYZ + fh(Y,Z) for all Y,Z 6 DL . (2.6)

Therefore (2.5) and (2.6) yield

^PVyZ = - AvZY + g{Y, Z)i + TJ(Z)Y -

~th(Y,Z)

from which we get

V>P\Y, Z] = AvyZ - A^ZY + r,(Y)Z -

tor all Y,Z eD±.

Thus we have

Proposition 2.4. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a normal almost para contact manifold
M. Then the vertical distribution V1- is integrable if and only if

= V(Z)Y - n{Y)Z

for all Y,Z eV^,

Corollary 2.5. Let M be a ^-horizontal CR-submanifold of a normal almost para
contact manifold M. Then the vertical distribution DL is integrable if and only if

for all Y,Z e D±.

Definition. The horizontal distribution T> is said to be parallel with respet to the
connection V on M if VXY € D for all vector fields A', Y G D.

Now we prove

Proposition 2.6. Let M be a £-horizontal CR-submanifold of a normal almost para
contact manifold M. Then the distribution t> is parallel if

(2.7)

for all A', Y € D.

Proof. For X, Y € D, we have Y^tpY £ D and VY<pX e D. So from (2.2) and using
D-parallelness, we get

tk(X, Y) = 0 for all A', Y eD . (2.8)

Next, as every parallel distribution is involutive, so the first equality in (2.7) holds i.e.

h(X^Y) = h[yX,Y) for all X,Y £ D (2.9)

Now from (2.3) and (2.9) we have

h(X,vY)^fh{X,Y) (2.10)

Hence by virtue of <pk(X, Y) = th(X, Y) + fk(X, Y) and using (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), we get
(2.7).

(VXQ)(Y) = VXQY - QVXY

3. GEOMETRY OF LEAVES OF CR-SUBMANIFOLDS

In a CR-submanifold of a normal almost para contact manifold, first we define

) (3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

for any vector field X, Y tangent to M, and to a vector field N normal to M.

Definition. The endomorphism P (resp, the endomorphism / , the 1-form Q and () is
called parallel if VP = 0 (resp. V/ = 0, VQ = 0 and Vt = 0).

Now following equations can easily be obtained from (1.3) and (1.5) ~ (1.8).

(VXP)(Y) = AQYX + th(X,Y) - g[X, Y){ - r,[Y)X + 2i,(A>(y)f (3.5)

(VXQ)(Y) = fh(X, Y) - h{X, PY) (3.6)

(Vxt)(N) = A}NX - PANX (3.7)

(VA-/)(JV) = -h(X, tN) - QANX (3.8)

for any vector field X, Y tangent to M and any vector field N normal to M.

Thus from (3.5) and (3.6) by virtue of (3.1), (3.2) and using the fact that PZ = 0
for Z 6 D±. we get

= -AQZX - th(X, Z) + g(X, Z)Z + TJ{Z)X - 2r,{X)v(Z)i (3.9)

QVxZ = VxQZ-fh(X,Z) (3.10)

for any X tangent to M and Z e t>L,
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Now we prove

Proposition 3.1. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a normal almost para contact manifold
M. Then the horizontal distribution V is integrable if and only if

g{k(X,PY) - h(Y,PX),QZ) = ni^xZ)->i{Y) - ,i{VYZWX) + 2v(Z)g{X,PY)

for any X, Ye D and Z e DL.

Proof. From (3.9) we have

g{PV XZ,PY) = -g{AQZX,PY) + r,(Z)g{X.PY)

or,
xZ)v(Y) - g(h(X,PY),QZ) + ,i{Z)g(X,PY)

which is equivalent to

Hence we get

g([X,Y],Z) = g(k(X,PY) - h(Y,PX),QZ) - 2n(Z)g(X,PY)

from which we have our assertion.

Corollary 3.2. Let M be a £-horizontal CR-submanifold of a normal almost para
contact manifold M. Then the horizontal distribution V is integrable if and only if

g{h{X,PY)-h{Y,PX),vZ) = 0 (3.11)

for any X,Y €t> and z e VL,

Next we prove

Proposition 3.3. Let M be a ^-horizontal CR-submanifold of a normal almost para
contact manifold M. Then the distribution T> is integrable and its leaves are totally
geodesic in M if and only if

g(h(V,V),vV
L) = 0 (3.12)

Proof. If the distribution V is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M, then

for any X,Y CD, V x ^ y € T>.

Now for X, Y € V, Z <= V1 we have

0 = g(Vx<fiY,Z) = -g(VxZ,<?Y) = g(PVxZ,Y)

= -g{AvZX,Y)-g[tk{XyZ),Y)

= -g(h(X,Y)<fiZ)

Conversely, suppose (3.12) holds. Then clearly the distribution T> is integrable. Thus we
have

0 =

Hence V XY € T> for any X, Y e T> and the leaves of D are totally geodesic in M.

For the leaves of DL, we have

Proposition 3.4. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a normal almost para contact mani-
fold M. Then the leaves of D1- are totally geodesic in M if and only if

(3.13)

for any Y £ V and W, Z € I>x.

Proof. Taking X{= W), Z <E VL in (3.9) we get

PVWZ = -AqzW -

Now we obtain

g{VwZ,PY) = g(h(W.Y),QZ) - g(W, Z)r,(Y) + 2n(Y)i,(

for any Y 6 D and W, Z 6 DL, from which our assertion follows.

Corollary 3.5. Let M be a ̂ -vertical CR-submanifold of a normal almost para contact
manifold M. Then the leaves of D1- are totally geodesic in M if and only if g(h(D,Dl),

4. CR-SUBMANIFOLDS WITH PARALLEL STRUCTURES

Proposition 4.1. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a normal almost para contact manifold
M. Then P is parallel if and only if

AQYZ - ActzY = V(Y)Z + v(Z)Y - 2r}(Y)r,(Z)£

for any vector fields Y, Z tangent to M.

Proof. Taking inner product with Z G TM in (3.5) we get

g((VxP)(Y), Z) = g( AvYX, Z) + c/(th(X, Y), Z) -

) + 2r,(X)r,{Y)r,(Z) .

g{AvYZ, A') - g{AvZY, X) - g(X,

- t)(Y)g(X, Z)



from which we get our assertion.

Proposition 4.2. Let M be a ^-horizontal CR-submanifokl of a normal almost para
contact manifold M. If P is parallel then V is integrable.

Proof. For any Y € V and Z 6 TM, we have

Now for any X € £> and using the fact that ij(Z) = 0 for any Z 6 D1- we have

and Z € Z>x.which is equivalent to </(/i( X, Y), QZ) = 0 for any

Next we prove

Proposition 4.3. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a normal almost para contact manifold
M. Then Q is parallel if and only if t is parallel.

Proof. Suppose t is parallel, then from (3.7), we get

for any A', Y e TM and N £

g(fh(X,Y)N) =

which is equivalent to

Hence Q is parallel.

Proposition 4.4. Let M be a £-horizontal CR-suibmanifold of a normal almost para
contact manifold M. If Q is parallel, then the horizontal distribution V is integrable and
the leaves of T> are totally geodesic in M.

Proof. If Q is parallel i.e. VQ = 0. So from (3.2) and using the fact that QY = 0 for
any Y E D, we get

for any X, Y G D.

Hence V.\-l' € D for any X, Y € D and from which our assertion follows.
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5 . CONTACT CR-PRODUCT

In this section we apply the previous consideration to a CR-submanifold of a
normal almost para contact manifold to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a
contact CR-product.

Definition. A CR-submanifold M of a normal almost para contact manifold M is called
a contact CR-product if it is locally a Riemanuiaji product of an invariant submanifold
MT and an anti-invariant submanifold ML of M.

Proposition 5.1. Let M be a ̂ -horizontal CR-submanifold of a normal almost para-
contact manifold M. Then M is a contact CR-product if and only if AlfD±ipD = fO}.

Proof. Suppose M is contact CR-product, locally represented by MT x A/x . Then
MT and M-*- are totally geodesic in M. Thus the Gauss formula implies V.ifY" £ T>, for
any X, Y € D, and VZW € DL for any W, Z € D^.

Now by virtue of (3.9) we get

PVXZ = -AQZX - tk(X,Z) + g[X, Z)i

for any X £ TM and Z € DL.

For Y £ D, we have

, PY)

as TJ(VA-2) = 0 for

) - g(th{X, Z), PY)

= -g(Y, PAvZX) = g(X, A^ZPY)

Conversely for any X € D, Z € D and !7 € TAf we have

0 = giA^PX, U) = g(h(U, PX),VZ)

Replacing X by PX we get

g(h(X,UlQZ)=Q

which shows that the leaves of DL are totally geodesic in M. Again putting U
{Y € D) is the above equation we obtain
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and consequently D is integrable.

Now f o r A ' . K e i J Z e D 1 we have

g(Z, = -g(VYZ,VX) = g(PVYZ, X)

= g(AvZ\\X) = g(h(X,Y),QZ) = 0

which shows that the leaves of D are totally geodesic in M and hence M is a contact
CR-product, which completes the proof.
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